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Description
setting up an autorec, when the recording has been finished the entry record pass from the "upcoming recording" to "finished
recording".
Up to now the info for episode seems to be there. Seems that after reboot they disappear (or something else that i don't know).
this bug prevent to use autorec correctly, infact it doesn't recognize the episode already recorder.
History
#1 - 2013-01-01 11:08 - Adam Sutton
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
Please provide git commit as this should already be fixed.
Adam
#2 - 2013-01-01 13:41 - Giovanni Borri
Hello Adam,
I don't know how to see git commit.
I have seen your commit on version 3.3.208, I have installed it but the problem persist. Yesterday night I've installed the version 3.3.225 and the
problem is either in this version.
Thanks
Giovanni
#3 - 2013-01-08 17:56 - Jacek Tomasiak
Hello,
I have similar problems but the episode numbers are disappearing even for unfinished recordings.
I'm currently using 3.3.222~g0b3e70f I'll try to rebuild current version and check if it still happens.
Adam Bark: when was this fixed? why is the episode number not copied to dvr/log/* files like title and description?
Jacek
#4 - 2013-01-08 23:28 - Adam Sutton
This issue is not fixed, since its not yet been looked at. I hadn't had a chance to follow up yet.
Indeed the way we record information needs reworking, but I've not had time.
Adam
#5 - 2013-01-09 09:22 - Jacek Tomasiak
Adam Bark: I was referring to your "this should already be fixed" comment.
#6 - 2013-01-13 20:43 - Jacek Tomasiak
After upgrading to 3.3.330~g6d74e88 I don't see any lost episode numbers anymore... at least for now.
#7 - 2013-01-14 09:41 - Giovanni Borri
i have installed version 3.3.345~g687d047~precise but the problem persist.
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Giovanni
#8 - 2013-01-17 23:21 - Jacek Tomasiak
Ahhh... it happened again :o(
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